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Respect: Showing respect at Home 1
Parents: In your child's SEL class, he/she has already 
learned what respect looks like, sounds like, and feels 
like.  Often times before a new lesson is started, we review 
the different character traits that may play an important 
role in what we are about to learn. Respect is almost ALWAYS 
one of them.  In the following slides I have provided 
different activities for them to complete in order to 
reinforce and encourage respect at home.       
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God:_____________________
Mom:____________________
Dad:_____________________
Grandparents:_______________
Sibling(s):_________________
Pet:_____________________
Adults:___________________
Teachers:__________________
Your home:_________________
Toys:_____________________
Books:____________________

How do you show respect to the following people 
and things at home?
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Write a word for each letter of Respect
R _______________________
E _______________________
S _______________________
P _______________________
E _______________________
C _______________________
T _______________________
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Create a “ Recipe for respect” :)
What ingredients do you need???
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Identifying Your Feelings               2
Your child’s ability to recognize and identify what his/her body is feeling plays 
an important role in learning the healthy ways they can process those 
emotions. When they can name the specific feeling, it gives them a sense of 
understanding which will result in rational thinking and appropriate responses. 

Reviewing the many different feelings we can feel is a great place to start! 

Have your child look at the following slide and match the feeling word to the 
emoji face. This slide along with the Feelings Check In resource is a great tool 
that can help your child identify how they are feeling at home. I will add the 
feelings check in to this presentation as well.

Your child knows the difference between uncomfortable feelings and 
comfortable feelings, have them tell you! :) CounselorCalle



Feeling Word

Sad

Excited

Happy

Nervous

Frustrated

Embarrassed

Scared

Angry

Silly

Lonely
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How are you 
feeling? Pick 

an emoji...

I AM FEELING

?

BECAUSE

? 



How are you 
feeling today?
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Managing Strong Emotions 

The following slides provide simple 
mindfulness exercises that will help your 
child manage strong emotions, focus 
their attention, and can be used as 
calming strategies while at home.
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Grounding 

Strategies 

for Kids
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Simple Grounding 

Exercise

Sit in a quiet 

environment and name:

● 5 things you see

● 4 things you hear

● 3 things you smell

● 2 things you can 

touch
● 1 thing you can 

taste CounselorCalle



Easy Grounding 

Strategy for indoors and 

outdoors!

Find a room with lots of 

things to look at. Name:

● 5 colors you see

● 4 shapes you see

● 3 soft things you 

feel
● 2 people you see

● 1 book you see
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Use the alphabet and 

name something you 

see that starts with 

each letter.
● If you want to 

make it 
challenging, use 

all of your senses!
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Blowing Bubbles

* Make sure to use the 

correct breathing technique 

( in through your nose, out 

through your mouth). 

*Focus on taking a deep 

slow breathe and exhale to 

fill the bubble.

*Pay close attention to how 

the bubble forms, how big it 

gets, and how it floats 

away. CounselorCalle



5 Finger Breathing

*Trace your hand on a 

blank piece of paper.

*Color it in any way you 

would like ( use a lot of 

colors).
*When you are finished, 

trace your hand freely with 

a finger. Breathe in when 

you go up a finger, and 

breathe out when you go 

down. 
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Coping Skills
What Helps You?

❏ Read a book
❏ Ask for help
❏ Cook or bake
❏ Make art
❏ Build something
❏ Exercise
❏ Forgive,let 

go,move on.
❏ Drink water
❏ Journal
❏ Write a letter
❏ Get a Hug
❏ Declutter & 

organize.
❏ Positive 

Affirmations
❏ Take a bath
❏ Garden/Yard work
❏ Ride your bike
❏ Sing or Dance
❏ Do something 

kind 

❏ Color
❏ Deep breathing
❏ Go for a walk
❏ Crafting
❏ Grounding 

strategies
❏ Listen to 

music
❏ Do a puzzle
❏ Make a collage 

or scrapbook
❏ Use positive 

self-talk
❏ Stretching
❏ Make a list of 

your favorite 
memories

❏ Pray
❏ Build a fort
❏ Be helpful
❏ Paint
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This is a great tool for all ages! 
Go through the list with you child 
and discover what they can do to 
help them remain calm or cope with 
uncomfortable feelings. They might 
even want to add their own way! 


